
CanBoot use 
What is CanBoot? 

CanBoot is a bootloader designed for ARM Cortex-M mcu. This bootloader was originally 
designed for CAN nodes for use with Klipper. The bootloader itself utilizes Klipper's 
hardware abstraction layer to minimize memory usage. In addition to CAN, CanBoot now 
also supports USB and UART interfaces. Currently, three types of mcu are supported: 
lpc176x, stm32 and rp2040. CAN support is currently limited to stm32 f-series and rp2040 
devices. 

Klipper already supports CanBoot and can directly burn firmware through CANBUS. After 
using CanBoot, there is no need to connect the USB cable to update the klipper firmware 
for the SHT36/42 board. The firmware can be burned directly while maintaining the 
existing CAN connection, making it more convenient and efficient to update the firmware 
of the CAN tool board. 

1. Compile CanBoot boot firmware 

1. Enter the SSH terminal 
2. Execute the following command 

git clone https://github.com/Arksine/CanBoot 
cd CanBoot  

 

 

 Please pay attention to the motherboard model you are using 

FLY-SHT36 



 

 

  
SB2040&ERCF 
Tip 

If you do not have RP2040 in your CanBoot options, please pull the latest CanBoot 



 

After the configuration is completed, press the "Q" key, and then press the "Y" key to exit 
and save. Execute the following command to compile the firmware 
make clean 
make -j4 

 

 Creating hex file out/canboot.binIf or appears like the picture above , Creating uf2 file 

out/canboot.uf2the compilation is successful. 
FLY-SHT36 v2 



 

 

  

2. Burn CanBoot boot firmware 

FLY-SHT 
1.  
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7.  
SB2040&ERCF 
Tip 

If you do not have RP2040 in your CanBoot options, please pull the latest CanBoot (enter 
in the CanBoot directory git pullto pull the latest CanBoot) 

1. Check whether it is connected to the BOOT burning mode of SB2040 
Press and hold the BOOT button of the SB2040 board, and then connect the USB to 
the host computer 



 
lsusb 
Execute the above command to see if ID 2e8a:0003 Raspberry Pi RP2 Bootthis line 
exists. If not, please check the USB cable (remember to hold down the BOOT key 
before connecting) 

 

2. Burn 
3. cd ~/CanBoot/ 

make flash FLASH_DEVICE=2e8a:0003 
Executing the above command may prompt you to enter a password. Just enter the 
password of the current user. The password will not be visible when you enter 
it. After typing, press Enter 



If the following picture appears, the burning is successful. 

 

3. examine 
If the configuration is compiled correctly and the programming is successful, the light on 
the SB2040 board will flash at a certain frequency! ! ! 

 
SHT36 v2 
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7.  

3. Burn Klipper firmware with CanBoot for the first time 

 Make sure your SHT36/42 is properly connected to the UTOC or other CAN device 

1. Pull the latest klipper 

cd ~/klipper 
git pull 



 

  



2. Configure the latest klipper firmware 

make menuconfig 

 Please pay attention to the motherboard model you are using 

FLY-SHT36 
1.  
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SB2040&ERCF 

1. First compile the Klipper firmware and configure it as shown below 



 

 After configuring as shown in the picture above, press the "Q" key, and then press 
the "Y" key to exit and save. 

2. Compile klipper firmware 
make clean 
make -J4 

 



 If it appears like the picture above, Creating hex file out/klipper.binthe compilation is 
successful. 

3. After connecting the wires, it is recommended to power off the entire machine and 
power it on again. Then you can use CanBoot to program the firmware. First enter 
the following command 
Tip 

After power on, this status light should flash at a certain frequency!!! If it does not 
flash, please re-burn the CanBoot boot firmware! ! 

 
python3 ~/klipper/lib/canboot/flash_can.py -q 
The highlighted part in the picture below 365f54003b9dis the uuid of this SHT. This uuid is 
different for each board. The uuid will not change after burning firmware on the same 
SB2040 board. 

 

Tip 



If you cannot find the CAN ID, please check: 

 Whether the wiring is correct, for example, whether CANH and CANL are connected 
reversely or have poor contact 

 Is the 120Ω jumper cap on the SB2040 board plugged in? 
 Does your image kernel support CAN? 
 Check whether CanBoot is compiled correctly. If there are no errors, you can try to 

flash CanBoot again. Please refer to the flashing steps: SB2040 Firmware Flashing 
 If the ID still cannot be found, you can use the host computer to program the 

firmware again. 
4. Burn Klipper firmware via CANBUS 

 The following commands fea6a45462e9need to be replaced with the UUID you got in 
the previous step. 

python3 lib/canboot/flash_can.py -i can0 -f ./out/klipper.bin -u fea6a45462e9 

 

 If it appears in the picture above CAN Flash Success, it means the burning is 
successful. 

Tip 

If you have burned CanBoot multiple times and still cannot find the CanBoot ID, you can 
use the following method to burn the firmware: 

1. Check whether it is connected to the BOOT burning mode of SB2040 
Press and hold the BOOT button of the SB2040 board, and then connect the USB to 
the host computer 



 
lsusb 
Execute the above command to see if ID 2e8a:0003 Raspberry Pi RP2 Bootthis line 
exists. If not, please check the USB cable (remember to hold down the BOOT key 
before connecting) 

 

2. Burn 
3. cd ~/klipper/ 

make flash FLASH_DEVICE=2e8a:0003 
Executing the above command may prompt you to enter a password. Just enter the 
password of the current user. The password will not be visible when you enter 
it. After typing, press Enter 



If the following picture appears, the burning is successful. 

 

3. examine 
If the configuration is compiled correctly and the programming is successful, the light on 
the SB2040 board will be always on! ! ! 

 
FLY-SHT36 V2 
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4. The firmware with CanBoot has been burned 

If you have already burned Canboot boot firmware and firmware with Canboot , you 
need to update the klipper firmware in the future. Just follow the steps below. 

 Pull the latest klipper 

cd ~/klipper 
git pull 

 Compile the latest klipper 

make menuconfig 
make clean 
make -J4 

 Burn klipper for SHT36/42 
 In the following command, fea6a45462e9you need to replace it with the UUID you 

queried. 

python3 ~/klipper/lib/canboot/flash_can.py -i can0 -q 
python3  ~/klipper/lib/canboot/flash_can.py -i can0 -f ./out/klipper.bin -u fea6a45462e9 
 


